
Objectives 

In this on-line module you will: 

learn to… practice… write… 

 talk about sports and activities 
 match sports with the equipment 
 identify the place where a particular 

sport is played 
 talk about famous athletes of Belarus 

and of the world 
 read for specific information 

 gerund 
 short answers with So 

do I / Neither do I 

 the article (a/an, the, –) 
with the names of 

sports and competitions 

a 100-word essay 
describing your 
favorite sport and why 

you like it the most 

 

Strategies 

HOME ASSIGNMENTS 

VOCABULARY 

 Sports games 

 Sports equipment 

 Sports venues 

 Sports participants 

 Sports actions 

 Sports collocations 

 Sports celebrities 

 5 idioms 

GRAMMAR 

 Grammar [so do I, -ing verbs] 

ONLINE ACTIVITIES: 

 include schematic grammar explanations and grammar exercises in each lesson 

 include vocabulary exercises in each lesson 

 include listening activities in each lesson, with a script provided after the listening 

activity 

 include simplified and shortened texts in each lesson with activities to foster vocabulary 

learning 

 avoid external links 

 allow 2 attempts for certain activities 

 allow to get back to the submitted assignment to revise 

 appreciate the time spent on homework versus the actual result 

 BEHAVIORISM: practice, shaping, chunks; CONGNITIVISM: better input, feedback 

 



Typical homework activities on Moodle  
 Title page with what I as a student will learn in this chapter (learn how to…, practice…, 

write…) 
 How much do I know? – introductory activity before the chapter 

 Make a box with the objective (smth like “You will learn 10 new phrases!”) 
 3-4 activities for each lesson: 

o My Vocabulary: vocabulary game (up to 10 words per game) [2 attempts] 

o Easy Grammar: grammar exercise (up to 10 sentences) [1 attempt]; multiple 
choice 

o I listen: a listening activity [1 attempt] 
o Reading: a reading activity of no more than 150 words with an after-exercises [2 

attempts]; open-ended, rephrasing, making questions 

o My Essay [before the last class; a detailed guideline of what is expected in it] 
o Written feedback (explanations of wrong articles) for each 

 Create a “Helpbox” section (vocabulary list, grammar references) 


